
The absolute e�etive area of the Chandra high resolutionmirror assembly (HRMA)D. A. Shwartza, L. P. Davida, R. H. Donnellya, R. J. Edgara, T. J. Gaetza,D. E. Graesslea, D. Jeriusa, M. Judaa, E. M. Kellogga, B. R. MNamaraa,P. P. Pluinskya, L. P. VanSpeybroeka, B. Wargelina, S. Wolka, P. Zhaoa,D. Deweyb, H. L. Marshallb, N. S. Shulzb, R. Elsner,J. Kolodziejzak,S. L. O'Dell, D. A. Swartz A. Tennant, and M. C. Weisskopf,aHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden St., Cambridge MA, USAbMassahusetts Institute of Tehnology, Cambridge MA, USANASA/George C. Marshall Spae Flight Center, Huntsville AL, USAABSTRACTThe Chandra X-ray Observatory was launhed in July 1999, and is returning exquisite sub-ar seond X-ray imagesof star groups, supernova remnants, galaxies, quasars, and lusters of galaxies. In addition to being the premier X-rayobservatory in terms of angular and spetral resolution, Chandra is the best alibrated X-ray faility ever own. Wedisuss here the alibration of the on-axis e�etive area of the High Resolution Mirror Assembly. Beause we do notknow the absolute X-ray ux density of any elestial soure, this must be based primarily on ground measurementsand on modeling. We use elestial soures whih may be assumed to have smoothly varying spetra, suh as the theBL La objet Markarian 421, to verify the ontinuity of the area alibration as a funtion of energy aross the IrM-edges. We believe the auray of the HRMA area alibration is of order 2%.Keywords: Chandra Observatory, X-ray astronomy, X-ray telesopes, Calibration1. INTRODUCTIONThe Chandra X-ray observatory has exeeded our expetations for the imaging apability1,2 of the high resolutionmirror assembly (HRMA). The onvolution of the HRMA imaging, the foal plane siene instruments, and theaspet solution reonstrution, (whih are all omparable and therefore not yet ompletely separated), results in apoint spread funtion with half power radius less than 0:500. This is a fator of 10 improvement in our linear abilityto distinguish two point soures, and a fator of 100 inrease in the available piture elements in an X-ray image!This paper disusses the e�etive area of the mirror on-orbit. Briey, the key relevant features are that theHRMA onsists of four nested shells, of inner diameters from 0.6 to 1.2 m, and grazing angles for on-axis radiation of27:10, 36:40, 41:30, and 51:30. The mirrors are omposed of zerodur glass, oated with an � 95 �A hromium bindinglayer and � 325 �A iridium reeting layer.The e�etive area of a mirror is a fundamental onept whih allows us to onvert an observed ounting rateinto quantities of physial interest. In an idealized situation of a perfet detetor, an observed ounting rate R(E) ofphotons of energy E allows us to dedue an inident photon ux of F = R(E)=A(E) photons m�2 s�1, where A(E)is the e�etive area of the mirror at energy E. More generallyRi(E0) = Z Qi(E;E0)A(E; �; �)F (E)dE; (1)Send orrespondene to DAS; E-mail: das�head.fa.harvard.eduCopyright 2000 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in X-Ray Optis, Instruments, and Missions III, Joahim E. Truemper; Bernd Ashenbah; Eds.,Proeedings of SPIE Vol. 4012, p. 28, and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permission of SPIE. One print oreletroni opy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distribution to multiple loationsvia eletroni or other means, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerial purposes, or modi�ationof the ontent of the paper are prohibited.



where A(E; �; �) is the e�etive area to photons of energy E at an o�-axis angle (�; �), Qi(E;E0) is the quantumeÆieny of the detetor times the redistribution funtion for a photon of inident energy E to appear as if it hasenergy E0 for an event seleted aording to a set of riteria {i}, F(E) is the spetral ux of the soure being observed,and Ri(E0) is the observed ounting rates of events satisfying riteria {i} and appearing to have energy E0. In anastronomial observation we typially formulate a hypothesis of the funtion F(E) involving free parameters, andadjust those parameters until the predited ounting rates Ri(E0) in Eq. (1) math the data suÆiently well.This paper deals only with the e�etive mirror area, and more spei�ally only with the on axis e�etive areaA(E) � A(E; � = 0; � indeterminate). The general e�etive area an be expressed A(E; �; �) = A(E) � V (E; �; �),where the dimensionless vignetting funtion has values 1 � V � 0. Studying A(E) by itself is useful, and indeedneessary, despite the fat that ultimately it is only the produt A�Q whih is needed for the sienti� analysis. Thisis beause one wants to break down the response funtions into their simplest, physial onstituents, and beause themirror portion of the response, A, remains onstant while we make observations with di�erent instruments, havingdi�erent responses Qi.Even if Q were extremely well known, whih is feasible but not yet realized, it would be impossible to use Eq. (1)to determine A beause F(E) is not known (to the desired auray) for any elestial X-ray soure. We expet thatpart of the legay of the Chandra Observatory will be to establish ux standards on the sky, and to ross alibrateother ontemporaneous X-ray missions.Instead, a large number of steps go into the derivation of the HRMA e�etive area on-orbit. We performedextensive ground measurements on the ight HRMA, at the NASA/MSFC X-ray alibration faility (XRCF). Weperformed synhrotron measurements of the e�etive optial onstants of the Ir surfaes. We ombined the abovemeasurements, and the optial metrology of the HRMA element �guring and alignment, into a raytrae model.Preditions of this model were ompared to the XRCF measurements, disrepanies were investigated, and somemodi�ations were implemented. Small residual disrepanies remained. We �t these to an ad ho polynomialorretion fator. We then used our raytrae model to predit the e�etive area on-orbit, inluding the samepolynomial orretion fator.Several signi�ant improvements have been made in the analysis sine our previous reports.3{5 These inlude self-onsistent methods of treating surfae roughness when deriving and when using the Ir optial onstants, improvedknowledge of the response funtion of the solid state detetors used in the XRCF measurements, use of optialonstants derived from our synhrotron measurements throughout the range 0.94 to 10 keV, and an improvedderivation of optial onstants by aounting for a layer of ontamination on our witness ats. This allows usto predit the total HRMA area measured at XRCF to within 4%.2. XRCF MEASUREMENTSAn extensive alibration program was arried out on the ight HRMA at the MSFC/XRCF. Figure 1 shows theon�guration for these measurements. An X-ray soure system (XSS) apable of generating prinipal X-ray linesof elements, or a ontinuum spetrum, was set up at the far end of a vauum pipe �526 m from the HRMA. Thepurpose of the distane was so the beam would simulate a point soure at in�nity, although the atual soure size of� 0.2 arse and beam divergene of � 4 armin need to be taken into aount. These X-rays illuminate the HRMA,and also shine on beam normalization detetors (BND) plaed at two stations. The building 500 loation ontaineda ow proportional ounter (FPC) and a Ge solid state detetor (SSD), while four FPC were arranged just outsidethe entrane to the HRMA. The HRMA foussed X-rays through an array of pinhole apertures (not shown) whihould be positioned in the foal plane, and onto FPC and SSD whih were nominally idential to those used in theBND assemblies.Our basi alibration priniple was to determine the ux, F(E), of X-rays of energy E from the soure by theounting rate RBND(E) in the BND aording to F(E) = RBND(E)/(ABND QBND), where ABND is the area ofthe BND. We would then use Eq. (1) where the response funtion of the foal plane detetor Qi was taken to benominally idential to that of the BND, so that we ould immediately anel the response funtions Q and derivethe desired e�etive area A(E) = (Ri(E)=RBND(E))�ABND : (2)This shows how the HRMA e�etive area is related to an absolute standard, via the hain of measurement by whih wedetermine the area of the mehanial apertures on the BND. This tehnique makes the alibration virtually insensitive
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Figure 1. Con�guration for the MSFC/XRCF HRMA alibration.to time variations in the X-ray generator. Rather than using Eq. (2) exatly as above, the atual alulation alsoaounts for the di�erent distanes along the vauum pipe, deadtime e�ets in detetors, whether the beam measuredoutside the HRMA footprint is uniform and idential to the intensity illuminating the HRMA, the extration of theline ux at energy E or of the ontinuum ux in a �nite energy hannel, and all the higher order e�ets due toinevitable small di�erenes in eah individual detetor.Figure 23,5 illustrates the proess. In this ase a ontinuum spetrum was produed by bremsstrahlung on aarbon anode. The middle panel shows the derived ounting rate spetrum in the building 500 BND SSD, whilethe top panel is the derived spetrum whih was foussed by the mirror and passed through a 40 arse (2 mm)diameter aperture. The arbon target had impurities whih we see as the harateristi X-ray lines indiated bythe vertial dashed lines. Note the dereased ounting rate at higher energies in the top panel, due to the ritialgrazing angle at those energies being smaller than the 41:30 angle for shell 3 above about 5 keV. The ratio of topto middle panel, times the area of the BND aperture and orreted for the distane from the BND to the HRMA,gives the desired e�etive area. This is the primary data for the HRMA area alibration in the 2.2 to 10 keV range.At lower energies, the e�ets of ie ondensing on the SSD begins to ause notieable absorption whih annot beindependently orreted, and the area data rely solely on measurements of harateristi X-ray lines.3. SYNCHROTRON MEASUREMENT OF OPTICAL CONSTANTSDiret ground alibration is not suÆient to give us the neessary information to the desired auray. We havealready seen that during XRCF alibration inident X-rays whih are nominally on-axis strike the HRMA at anglessystematially di�erent from those on-orbit by up to 4 armin. The alibration energies available at the XRCFare only the �nite set produed as harateristi X-ray lines, or else the SSD ontinuum measurements whih aree�etively averaged over the � 300 eV energy resolution bandwidth of the detetor. Also, we need to know thearea, and other mirror properties, at any arbitrary o�-axis angle in the usable �eld of view. Our solution was to usethe HRMA performane model desribed in Set. 4, validated by a grid of XRCF measurements at a disrete set ofenergies and o�-axis angles.A ritial input to this model is the reetion probability for an X-ray photon of energy E striking the mirror ata grazing angle �. For a perfetly smooth surfae, this probability is the well-known Fresnel reetion oeÆient.At a �xed angle, the Fresnel reetivity uses the omplex index of refration n = 1 � Æ � i �, given by the optialonstants (Æ,�) as a funtion of energy. These onstants are the produt of intrinsi atomi sattering properties ofthe Ir, multiplied by the density.



Figure 2. Measurement of the shell 3 area using the arbon-ontinuum soure. Top panel shows the ux measuredin the foal plane with the SSD. The middle panel shows the ux monitored by the BND. The ratio of the top twopanels is the essential input to the e�etive mirror area shown in the bottom panel.We have performed measurements6 to determine the Ir optial onstants from 0.050 to 12 keV. These haveinvolved synhrotron measurements of reetivity at the Brookhaven National Laboratory7 and at the LawreneBerkeley Laboratory Advaned Light Soure.8 The measurements used witness ats prepared during the sameseries of oating runs in whih the individual HRMA zerodur elements were sputtered with Cr and Ir.We have used the NKFIT algorithm due to Windt9 to derive optial onstants in narrow energy bands (typiallyE=�E > 1000), from reetivity measurements at, typially, 6 to 8 di�erent grazing angles. For grazing angles ofinterest in the energy region above � 100 eV we may neglet the small di�erene in the parallel and perpendiularpolarization omponents. The ode an alulate the reetivity from a multilayer array by applying the FresneloeÆients for reetion and refration at eah interfae.We must also aount for the sattering at eah interfae, due to the fat that the surfaes are not perfetlysmooth. As an approximation we apply10 a form of the Nevot-Croe fator11:exp�(2k1 os �1 k2 os �2 �212); (3)where the wavenumber ki = 2� ni=�, with ni the omplex index of refration in medium i, �1 the inident angle fromthe surfae normal (� = ���) and �2 the angle of refration. This formulation applies to the ase where the orrelationlength of roughness along the interfae is muh smaller than the projeted wavelength �= os �. In the approximation,the parameter � is regarded (f. Ref.12) as the root-sum-squares of the lassial surfae miroroughness amplitudeand the variane of the Gaussian assumed to desribe the density pro�le between one pure layer and another. Weallow � to be a free parameter of the �t.



Figure 3. Synhrotron measurement of the optial onstants �, showing improved agreement between samples whenan overlayer is taken into aount.



Our initial analysis used a model with an in�nite layer of zerodur, with �nite layers of hromium and iridium,and with X-rays inident on the iridium from a vauum. The thiknesses of the hromium and iridium layers weredetermined by the best �ts to the reetivity measured when sanning the grazing angle of the inident X-rays at�xed energy and observing the interferene fringes in the region of low reetivity. These were then �xed for thedetermination of the Ir optial onstants. We use tabulated optial onstants13 for all elements other than Ir. Thismethod gave extremely onsistent values for the fator Æ � Re(n) � 1 among all the di�erent samples.10 It is Æwhih is most signi�ant for the reetion probability below the ritial grazing angle.However, we noted10 that the derived values of �, whih is related to the mass absorption oeÆient and whihinuenes the reetivity above the ritial grazing angle, were orrelated to the di�ering miroroughness of thevarious optial witness samples used. This situation has been improved by realizing that an overlayer of moleularontamination would be expeted. For analysis above 1 keV, we treat this layer simply as pure arbon with a variablethikness.Figure 3 shows the resulting �. The top frame shows two of the witness samples, analyzed with and without theoverlayer, and ompared to the tabulated Henke onstants13 for Ir. The di�erenes are from a few up to ten perent,exept near the M-edges around 2.06 to 3.5 keV and L- edge at 11.2 keV, as shown by the ratios in the middle frame.The two samples analyzed with an overlayer, the dotted and the dashed lines in Fig. 3, give � values muh loser toeah other than are the same two data sets analyzed without the overlayer, and shown as the dot-dash and triple-dotdash lines. These are emphasized in the bottom panel where we take the ratio to the � for sample 065, with theoverlayer.Our philosophy in this analysis has been to produe optial onstants whih math the ground alibration data,and then use them to make on-orbit preditions. We reognize we are dealing with approximations for the interationsat the interfaes, for the unknown hemial omposition of the hypothetial overlayer, and, possibly, with relativesystemati errors in the synhrotron data sets. The latter are derived from several di�erent setups of the beam line,eah used over a fator of only 1.5 to 2.5 in energy in order to produe a beam with appropriate intensity and at therequired angles, in the given energy range. We therefore allow some variation of the \uninteresting" parameters14,15in order to get a better math to the reetivity data. While these variations of the layer thiknesses and roughnessparameters are not physial, they are small (few �A), and we obtain good agreement of the optial onstants in theregions of overlap. In fat, the thikness of the overlayer is surprisingly small, being �t typially with 9 to 13 �A.While we took great are to keep them dust-free, as was the HRMA, we did expose them to laboratory environmentsbriey and were not able to provide the same dry nitrogen purge whih the HRMA had.4. HRMA RAYTRACE MODELThe original use of our raytrae model, based on the SAOsa raytrae suite16 was to make performane preditions ofthe optial properties of the veri�ation engineering test artile17 and to support the HRMA development. For this weoriginally onsidered only the Fresnel reetion from a single layer of iridium for the total reetion probability, withan angular distribution of sattered radiation predited by a salar sattering theory. To use the optial onstantsresulting from our synhrotron reetivity measurements, we needed to apply the same reetivity theory used intheir derivation. Currently the SAOsa routines inorporate multilayer apability, and use the Nevot-Croe fator,Eq. 3, to multiply the Fresnel oeÆient.One notable di�erene is that we do not utilize a ontaminating overlayer, as was needed in our analysis of thesynhrotron reetivity data. We have no independent estimate of what the omposition or thikness of suh a layerwould be. As e�orts were made to prevent non-volatile ondensates from ontaminating the HRMA, we might expetless e�et that on the synhrotron witness ats. Figure 4 shows the perentage e�et that a 12 �A overlayer wouldhave on the reetivity of shell 1, left panel, and shell 6, right panel. The e�et on the area would be twie theamount shown, sine eah X-ray undergoes two reetions to reah the foal plane. Suh an overlayer would inreasethe area by about 2% at most energies, and about 8% in the Ir M-edge region. Note that shells 1 and 6 have virtuallyno area above 5 and 10 keV, respetively, so the large deviations and the osillations due to interferene fringes areof no onsequene. 5. COMPARISON TO XRCF DATAFigure 5 ompares the best raytrae predition of the HRMA performane at the XRCF, with the atual data whihwas obtained. For eah shell, the upper �gure of the pair shows the e�etive area in m2 measured by the SSD with



Figure 4. Modi�ation of reetivity by a 12 �A arbon overlayer.the arbon target bremsstrahlung ontinuum (dotted line), measured by the FPC for disrete harateristi X-raylines (diamonds) or predited from the raytrae suite (solid line). The disagreement falls short of our auray goals;e.g., being up to 7% at 3 keV for shell 4 and at 9.5 keV for shell 6. However the agreement for the total HRMA,whih is a more relevant quantity on-orbit, is within 4% everywhere up to 9.5 keV.To fore the model to agree with the data we apply an ad ho orretion fator.3 For eah shell, the lower panelgives the ratio of the data to the raytrae model. Above 2.2 keV this ratio is �tted to a 4th order polynomial forthe SSD ontinuum region. Below 2 keV the average of the 2 or 3 disrete lines is taken as a onstant orretionfator. We believe this fator is needed due to the lak of an exat theory for sattering, whih inreasingly a�etsthe reetivity above the ritial angle. Indeed, shell 1, whih we measure to the highest energies above the ritialangle and whih also has the roughest surfae as measured by Wyko interferometry, shows the greatest disrepanies.This approah does not yet aount for the disrete line measurements above 2 keV, show as the diamonds inFig. 5. These are of omparable preision, but show di�erent systematis, and give systematially about 5% lessarea that the SSD for the individual shells. However, when the areas of eah shell is weighted by its ontribution tothe entire HRMA, the magnitude of this deviation is suppressed. Clearly, further analysis of the systemati errors ismerited, and we intend to reompute the ground alibration orretion fator by utilizing all the disrete line dataas well as the ontinuum data. 6. ON-ORBIT EFFECTIVE AREATo the extent that this orretion fator is an intrinsi property of reetivity, we believe it will apply identiallyto orret the on-axis performane as predited by the raytrae. Figure 6 shows the predited on-orbit area for theentire HRMA, solid line, as well as shell by shell. More spei�ally, this is the area, as a funtion of energy, whihis e�etive in foussing a point soure, on-axis, to within a 10 arse diameter irle. This will be a onvenient\standard aperture" for preision photometry, as it is relatively insensitive to e�ets of the foal plane instruments'resolution or to imperfetions in the aspet solution reonstrution. The HRMA e�etive area is atually omputedby �tting its own polynomial orretion fator to the XRCF data. This is nearly equal to the sum of the areas of thefour shells, eah determined with its own orretion fator. However applying the orretion fator to the HRMA asa whole results in a somewhat smoother �t, and uses fewer free parameters.As we have said, there are no elestial X-ray standards whih an be used to verify the mirror area to a preision ofa few perent. One indiret hek whih an be made is to use the transmission gratings over an energy region whihis so small that we may assume their eÆieny and the detetor eÆieny vary by only a small amount. Figure 718shows the response of the MEG and of the HEG to the ontinuum spetrum of the BL La objet Mkn 421. The lowerpanel of eah pair shows the raw ounts per wavelength bin, plotted against wavelength in �A. At shorter wavelengths
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Figure 5. Shell by shell omparison of the �nal raytrae preditions, solid lines in the upper panel of eah pair,to the e�etive area measured at the XRCF. Dotted lines through the data points give the e�etive area measuredby the SSD, with the bremsstrahlung ontinuum from the arbon target. The diamonds give the area measured bythe FPC, using harateristi X-ray lines. The lower panel of eah pair gives the ratio of the XRCF results to theraytrae predition, and the solid line in those �gures shows the ad ho orretion fator we adopt.



Figure 6. Estimate of the e�etive on-axis area on-orbit, for photons olleted in a 10 arse diameter irle.



Figure 7. HETG measurement of the spetrum of Mkn 421.18 The attening of the raw data by the orretion forthe HRMA e�etive area shows that the latter is orret to within 10% aross the Ir M-edges.



Figure 8. Saling of the e�etive area on-orbit aording to the e�etive aperture used to ollet photons. The top�gure is a linear plot of the e�etive area, and the bottom �gure shows the fration in given apertures as a ratio tothe total olleting area for photons reahing an abitrary region of the foal plane.


